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Lesson 1Lesson 1

What is Covered Call WritingWhat is Covered Call Writing

Introduction and preview exampleIntroduction and preview example



Covered Call WritingCovered Call Writing-- 
DefinitionDefinition

•• Investment strategy that combines stock Investment strategy that combines stock 
ownership + option ownership + option SELLINGSELLING

•• A stock is a unit of ownership in a A stock is a unit of ownership in a 
corporationcorporation

•• An option is a contract that gives the right An option is a contract that gives the right 
to the holder to buy or sell shares of stockto the holder to buy or sell shares of stock



Covered Call WritingCovered Call Writing-- 3 Words3 Words

•• CoveredCovered: We first buy the stock before : We first buy the stock before 
selling the optionselling the option

•• CallCall-- The type of option we are The type of option we are 
sellingselling……the right, but not the obligation, the right, but not the obligation, 
to buy our sharesto buy our shares

•• WritingWriting: We are SELLING the option, not : We are SELLING the option, not 
buying itbuying it



Preview ExamplePreview Example

•• Buy 100 shares of BCI Corp. for $28 per Buy 100 shares of BCI Corp. for $28 per 
share = $2800share = $2800

•• Sell a call option: Agree to sell @ $30 Sell a call option: Agree to sell @ $30 
during the next monthduring the next month

•• Capture a premium of $1 per share or Capture a premium of $1 per share or 
$100$100

•• This is a 3.6%, 1This is a 3.6%, 1--month return month return 
($100/$2800)($100/$2800)



Two Possible OutcomesTwo Possible Outcomes

•• Stock price remains under $30Stock price remains under $30

•• Stock price moves above $30Stock price moves above $30



Stock Price Remains Under $30  Stock Price Remains Under $30  

•• Option buyer (holder) will not exercise Option buyer (holder) will not exercise 

•• We keep our shares and the option We keep our shares and the option 
premiumpremium

•• Free to sell another optionFree to sell another option



Stock Price Moves Above $30Stock Price Moves Above $30

•• Option buyer will exercise right to buy @ Option buyer will exercise right to buy @ 
$30$30

•• We receive an We receive an additionaladditional $200 profit from $200 profit from 
the sale of the stockthe sale of the stock

•• Total profit = $100 + $200 = $300Total profit = $100 + $200 = $300
•• Profit % = $300/$2800 = 10.7%Profit % = $300/$2800 = 10.7%



Is There Risk?Is There Risk?

•• The risk is in the stockThe risk is in the stock

•• Money can be lost if share price declines more Money can be lost if share price declines more 
than premium collectedthan premium collected

•• $28 $28 -- $1 = $27 is breakeven$1 = $27 is breakeven

•• Stock selection and management is criticalStock selection and management is critical



SummarySummary

•• Covered call writing is a conservative, Covered call writing is a conservative, 
cashcash--generating strategygenerating strategy

•• It combines stock ownership and option It combines stock ownership and option 
SELLINGSELLING

•• Stock selection and position management Stock selection and position management 
are 2 skills that must be masteredare 2 skills that must be mastered

•• In Lesson 2 we will discuss Option BasicsIn Lesson 2 we will discuss Option Basics
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